DormCon Minutes 10/26/17
Dorm

Attendance

Funding Guidelines Vote

In-House Guidelines
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✓
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✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

Rep: someone for McCormick, cry I wasn’t cc’ed
Officer Updates
REX
- Presidents should please elect CPW chairs BEFORE WINTER BREAK
- Training early IAP if they’re back, get info out asap
Dining
- Bringing three candidates for head of dining to campus
- mid/late november
- Hire date: iap? Possibly here for IAP, probably spring semester
- RFP pushed to first week of November
- Lily’s busy today so not updated on how that’s going
Housing
- Storage rep
- Replaced stuff if in New House
- Waiver is probably not happening? Going to keep trying
Risk Management
- Next undergrad head of house meeting is first week of December
- Going to meet heads of houses
Treasurer

-

Cpw budgets submitted
- Got nothing from Maseeh or Next, they need to be sent in
REX
- Only McCormick, MacGregor, East Campus, and Next have submitted REX
budgets

Housing Survey!
- Everybody gets to take it
- Find problems:
- Going to edit one question, didn’t actually say the question
- Page for associate head of house not showing up for dorms with one
- Wow it’s so great thanks Allie :)
- Discussion on awards for survey participation:
- Money currently going to heads of houses for a study break
- Disagree, think if it went to dorm fun would be better?
- Goal is to have it spent within the next three months
- How about RLADs front on their pcards and then receipt submitted for
reimbursement to Suzy’s office?
- General agreement
- Allie got count of how many GRTs in each dorm
- New house 3 still doesn’t have a GRA :(
Budget Guidelines
- Supposed to update every semester
- Allie changed:
- took out some introductory text
- Reorganized
- Added phrases about “all dormcon events must be open to all undergrads”
- Passes!
In-House Rooming Guidelines
- Plan is to approve at this or a future meeting, ask each RAC to submit summary of how
their housing process works, show that they follow the guidelines
- What does ‘identifiable student information’ mean?
- Should be private?
- How are floors able to know when doing rooming on floor whether someone medically
requires a single?
- RACs have that info
- What about interdorm transfers?
- Ideally these guidelines would also apply to them with the exception of the first
line
- What does ‘preferences of roommate not considered’ mean?

-

-

-

-

One roommate’s preferences are not going to overrule the other’s
Concerned could be obtrusive to gender-inclusive housing
- Adjust to consent of all parties involved? Going to consider further
- #8 - RACs should make clear principles to who?
- Everyone?
- Maybe communicate goals but not process?
- Okay to tell freshmen it’s mutual selection but not details?
- Is process published online? Generally not
- Updated text to include clarification (point is now #9 as well, another point
above (4) was expanded into two)
RACs will be asked to write up their mutual selection process in detail
Move to vote?
- Will still be open to change depending on discussion with Suzy, will be run past
presidents again if so
Passes!
Feedback from meeting with Jag:
- Parents shouldn’t be contacting students, should all be redirected to Jen
- Jag suggested should be possible to remove ‘need single?’ question
- Concern: should make it much clearer how to get one if do need a single
for medical reasons, process is not clear/not advertised well
RACs will be asked for rooming details soon!

